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Recall Sizing from PM Lecture 

•  prediction of amount of code needed to 
fulfill requirements 

•  estimate size of software 
•  size measurements in various units 

o  lines of code 
o  function points / feature points 
o  number of processes in a data flow diagram 
o  number of objects, attributes, services in an object-

oriented diagram 
•  used as input to other planning steps 



Approaches to Sizing 

•  we focus on counting: 
•  lines of code (LOC) 

o  techniques: 
§  intuitive (estimation by analogy) 
§  participative (estimation by expert opinion) 
§  historical 

•  function points (FP) 
o  related to functionality of software 
o  technique: FP sizing 



Example: Counting LOC 



Counting LOC Guidelines 

•  ensure each source code line is counted 
once 

•  ignore: 
o  comment lines, debug code, temporary  code, 

reused source statements, etc. 
o  only delivered source code lines should be counted 

•  count data definitions, invocations, calls to 
macros once 

•  translate LOC to assembly language 
equivalent lines 



Using LOC to Measure Productivity 
•  many organizations measure productivity as LOC 

produced 
o  "The average productivity rate remains, over the last 2 decades at 

about 3000 delivered LOC/programmer per year" 

•  what's wrong with this? 



Using LOC to Measure Productivity 
•  many organizations measure productivity as LOC 

produced 
o  "The average productivity rate remains, over the last 2 decades at 

about 3000 delivered LOC/programmer per year" 

•  what's wrong with this? 
o  # defects 
o  efficiency of code / better design 
o  relationship between effort and LOC is not linear 

§  programmer's skill level 
§  conceptual complexity of code 

o  does not distinguish between generated vs handwritten code 
§  code generators tend to produce excessive code 



Additional Issues 

•  difficult to accurately estimate early in 
lifecycle 
o  actual LOC not known until near project completion 

•  only way to predict LOC is by analogy and 
expert opinion 

•  higher level languages require fewer LOC 
than low-level languages 



LOC Strengths 

•  easy to measure 
•  widely used and accepted 
•  availability of automated tools 
•  directly relates to the end product 

o  all software products have them 

•  lends itself well to re-estimation 
•  permits comparison between diverse 

development groups 



LOC Size Calculation 
1.  Intuitive (by analogy) 

o  subjective estimate based on experience 
o  compare new software to functionality of existing 

one and adjust estimate 

2. Participative (via expert opinion) 
 
3. Historical (via fuzzy logic) 



LOC Size Calculation 
2.  Participative (via expert opinion) 

o  other project team members are formally involved in 
estimation process 

o  product WBS is used to arrive at duration estimates 
o  3 estimates are derived: 

§  optimistic (O) = min value 
§  pessimistic (P) = max value 
§  realistic (R) = most likely value 

o  LOC = (O + 4R + P) / 6 



3. Historical (via fuzzy logic) 

•  gather size data from experience 
•  divide data in 5 size categories 

o  very large, large, medium, small, very small 
o  establish size ranges 
o  include all existing and expected products 

•  establish min and max ranges 
•  establish ranges for remaining categories 
•  allocate available data to the categories 
•  given new program: judge which category 

and subcategory it most closely resembles 



Example: Historical Sizing 
Gathering Data 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Establish Ranges 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Extend Lower and Upper Bounds 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Subdivide Each Range 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
LOC Conversion 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Allocate Data to Categories 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Estimate New Program 



Example: Historical Sizing (cont.) 
Estimate New Program 



Pros and Cons of Historical Sizing 

•  advantages 
o  ? 



Pros and Cons of Historical Sizing 

•  advantages 
o  based on relevant historical data 
o  easy to use 
o  requires no special tools or training 
o  provides reasonably good estimates where new 

work is like prior experience 

•  disadvantages 
o  ? 



Pros and Cons of Historical Sizing 

•  disadvantages 
o  requires a lot of data 
o  estimators must be familiar with previous programs 
o  only provides a crude sizing 
o  not useful for new program types 
o  not useful for programs much larger or much smaller 

than existing data 



Summary So Far: LOC Approaches 

•  techniques for counting LOC 
o  intuitive 
o  expert opinion 
o  historical 

•  next: counting function points 



Function Points as a Unit of Size 



FP Process Overview 



FP Process Overview 



FP Process Overview 



FP Step 1 





FP Step 2 



Calculation Example 



FP Steps 3, 4, 5 Overview 
•  empirical data shows that environmental factors have a 

max impact of +/- 35% on FP calculation 
•  step 3 

o  identifies 14 factors total 
o  rates each factor based on how they affect 

development process 
o  scale 1-5, with 5=results in more complexity 
o  rating of 0 means N/A 

•  step 4: adjusts raw FP 
•  step 5: calculates AFP 



FP Steps 3, 4, 5 Overview 
•  step 4 

o  adjusts raw FP (step 2) based on ratings in step 3 
o  compute complexity adjustment factor 
o  models -35% and +35% variation 

•  step 5 
o  calculates adjusted FP (AFP) = CAF * FP 



Environmental Factors #1-#3 



Environmental Factors Scoring 
Examples 



Environmental Factors #4-#8 



Environmental Factors Scoring 
Examples 



Environmental Factors #9-#14 



Environmental Factors Scoring 
Examples 



Environmental Factors Scoring 
Examples 



Adjust for Environmental Factors 

•  step 4 
o  calculate complexity adjustment factor 
o  CAF = 0.65 + (0.01 * N) 

§  where N = sum of the scores of all the 
environmental factors 

§  note: N ranges in [0,70] 
§  so CAF ranges in [0.65, 1.35] 

•  step 5 
o  calculate adjusted FPs 
o  AFP = CAF * FP 



FP Step 4 and 5 



FP Step 6 (Optional) 

•  convert to LOC 
o  LOC = AFP * # of LOC per AFP 

•  why might you want to do this conversion? 

•  alternative: using historical data on hours per 
function point, calculate the development 
time for the project 



Summary: 

•  techniques for counting LOC 
o  intuitive 
o  expert opinion 
o  historical 

•  technique for counting function points 

•  next class: estimation 


